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VELIKA
The Great Bed
The new standard in affordable
luxury bedding European elegance
built with sustainable
eco-friendly materials.
Great for all body types and
sleeping positions especially side sleepers
The perfect balance of comfort and support

Our mattress is the perfect balance between
comfort and support resulting in the best qual-
ity sleep you’ll ever experience. Our Two-Sided

Hand Tufted mattress is the gold standard in
craftsmanship, while our Duvet comfort top
provides a changeable sleeping surface.

The LifeEdge™ coil unit features side rails made
up of our narrow-diameter Quantum coils with

steel coils at the head and foot. LifeEdge™
side rails deliver enhanced support at the edge

of the bed. Head and foot coils offer a more
supportive edge than foam encasement.

Why is side sleeping the best position? It’s the
only position that allows the spine to straighten
out. There’s also very little pressure on the spine

when you lay on your side. If you sleep in the
fetal position it takes even more pressure off

your lower back.

Comfort and Support Patented Systems Side Sleepers Dilemma

JUST BREATHE
Velika uses only environmentally friendly,

sustainable and recyclable materials of the
highest quality in our mattress.

Cotton is
Breathable
Cotton is cool and acts as
a natural thermal barrier.
Cotton naturally allows your
skin to breathe and does
not trap heat. Since cotton
is breathable and doesn’t
retain odors, like oil based
materials and your mattress
will last longer.

Latex is
Eco-Friendly
Talalay Latex, a sustainable
extract from the rubber
tree, is natures perfect
material for making
comfortable long lasting
mattresses. Latex is also
antimicrobial and dust
mite free.

Wool for
Full Body Comfort
Our pure New Zealand ORGANIC
WOOL is intuitively blended with
a hint of White Jasmine flora for
softness. ORGANIC WOOL delivers
total body comfort with unrivalled
breathability, humidity control
and moisture wicking, assisting
your body’s natural temperature
regulation process.

The Great Bed
Until the 1990’s most sleep studies focused only on men. Today

sleep studies are also focused on women because women buy bedding.
Studies found that 62 – 64% of people are side sleepers.

To break this down further: 68-70% of women sleep on their side
and 49-52% of men sleep on their side.


